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Introduction

Traditional, independent dealerships are the backbone of
the automotive industry. They have a central role in pricing,
marketing and sales. And they generate the bulk of new-car
sales revenues for OEMs by purchasing vehicles from the
manufacturer and reselling them to the end customer. Due
to recent consolidations among dealerships, many dealer
groups are now fully professionalized mid-size companies
with significant bargaining power. For example, in Germany,
the five largest dealers are responsible for 13 percent of
total sales volume.
While OEMs are dependent on dealerships for a significant
proportion of their sales, the dealership sales model is being
disrupted by changing customer preferences and new market
players. Inspired by their experiences in other industries and
the rise of new technologies, customers want a new, modernized
automotive sales journey. Especially young customers are
increasingly dissatisfied with the way cars are currently being
sold. New players are changing the process of buying a car by
focusing on what customers really want. They are turning the
purchase of a car into a simple and convenient experience.
In the broader picture, four megatrends impact the industry
as a whole: electrification, autonomous driving, connectivity
and the sharing economy. While each of these trends is
significant, it is their combination which is profoundly
disruptive.
In this era of change, automotive dealerships must adapt –
or they risk being left behind.

About the study

Accenture is conducting an international study on the future of
automotive sales to understand how sales models are changing
and what the implications are for OEMs. For this study, we are
combining quantitative data from customers and automotive
dealers in various European countries with qualitative data from
interviews with top managers in the industry.
We surveyed hundreds of car dealerships in
Germany, France, and the United Kingdom to
understand what changes they anticipate in
the future and how they will respond to them.

Our sample is a representative overview of
automotive dealerships (see Figure 1).
This report is a pre-release of our findings.

Figure 1: Sample characteristics
Dealer status

Outlet location

Contracted
car dealer:
bound to
a manufacturer/
official
branch

Big city
48%
Medium to small town
45%
50%

Rural area
7%

50%

48%

Independent
car dealer
Annual turnover

Dealer focus

> €100M

Mainly
B2C sales

18%

Both B2B and
B2C sales
29%

> €25 – 100M

36%

28%

< €25M

54%

35%

Mainly
B2B sales
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Dealers want to enhance
their online offerings.
But do they know how?
And is this enough to keep
competitive?

The dealership sales model is being disrupted
by changing customer preferences. In our
customer insights study, we are introducing
the customer of the future – a segment that we
call Changers.
These are young, tech-savvy customers who are
used to the highly digital and seamless purchase
processes of eCommerce giants such as Amazon
and Apple. When it comes time for these customers
to buy a car, they experience something completely
different than what they’ve come to expect.
This leaves Changers deeply dissatisfied with the
way cars are currently being sold. They dislike
cumbersome price negotiations, feel intimidated
by visits to large, impersonal dealerships – and
hence prefer a hassle-free online purchase option.
Today, OEMs and dealerships still generate the
bulk of their revenues with middle-aged and older
customers and may feel like they have time to

rethink their sales strategy. But time is running
out fast! If OEMs and dealerships do not find a way
to meet the demand of tomorrow’s customers soon,
their future success is in jeopardy. Because for
Changers, the traditional automotive sales model
is already outdated!
Dealerships are aware of customers’ dissatisfaction,
given their frequent interactions with them. For
example, 83 percent of dealers perceive significant
differences between older and younger car buyers.
Of these dealers, almost all (89 percent) feel well
prepared to meet the demands and expectations of
future customers. The remaining 11 percent of dealers
that do not feel prepared are aware of what needs to
change to satisfy the next generation of customers
and boost future sales: Online offerings (52 percent),
fixed transparent prices (36 percent) and product
digitization (36 percent) are perceived as the areas
that need the most improvement (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Areas that dealers want to improve to satisfy the next generation of customers (Changers)

Online offerings

52%

Fixed and transparent prices across the brand

36%

Product digitization

36%

(e.g. connectivity services, app support)

Service
Range of models
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30%
27%

Figure 3: Customers’ vs. B2C dealers’ ratings of major reasons for customer dissatisfaction
Customer Perception
Need to negotiate prices

Dealer Perception

23%

Inability to buy online
Difficult financing options

23%
15%

17%

14%

Delivery process

6%
10%

Configuration options

21%

9%

8%
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When comparing the actual wants and needs
of end customers to the perception that dealers
have, we find that dealers are largely aware of the
shortcomings in their current sales process (see
Figure 3).
Interestingly, dealers with a focus on B2B business
report a similar outlook as those focused on the
B2C business. However, price negotiation is viewed
much less critically by B2B dealers: Only 13 percent
identify price negotiation as a reason for customer
dissatisfaction.
Dealers are aware of those things customers want
that they are not getting, but is this enough reason
for them to change their practices? Quite the
opposite: Despite dealers’ understanding, they have
taken little to no action to adapt (see Figure 4).
While 89 percent of dealers reported being
well-prepared to satisfy the demands of young

customers, only 21 percent say they are operating
their own online store. An alarming 22 percent of
dealers do not even have their own website. Today,
many dealers are not able to offer basic online
services such as enabling customers to make
appointments (58 percent) or book a test drive
(57 percent).

1/5

dealers do not have
their own website

Figure 4: Dealers’ online capabilities

Online test drive booking

43%

57%

Online appointment scheduling

42%

58%

Independent dealer website

33%

67%

Sales via third-party platforms

29%

71%

Online store in partnership with OEM

28%

72%

Independent dealer online store
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Raising even more concern, 60 percent of dealers
said they do not plan any investments into back
office digitization or their online presence in the
next three to five years. This is surprising, given
that only 15 percent of dealers consider their
current sales model to be fit for the future and the
increasing demand for online sales (see Figure 5).

3 /5

Dealers always have been and still are close to
customers and they do feel that the pulse of retail
is changing. Nonetheless, they are unaware of
what it takes to prevail in a digital world. Their lack
of change is a reason for serious concern. In sum,
dealers seem worryingly ill-prepared to adapt to
the changing market environment and meet the
increasing customer expectations.
Without an excellent online presence and
seamless omni-channel processes, dealers will
quickly lose touch with their customers leading
to sharp declines in sales.

dealers do not plan to invest in
digitization anytime soon

Figure 5: Dealers’ perception of their current business model vs. their plans to invest in digitization

Do you agree that dealers’ current business model
has to change in order to remain competitive?
No 15%
Yes/neutral 85%

In which areas will you invest in the next 3–5 years?
43%

Training of employees
Back office digitization and online presence

57%

40%

60%

Optimization of the sales area

36%

64%

Infrastructure (e.g. charging stations)

35%

65%

Takeover of other dealer groups

27%

Transformation into a mobility provider
Other

73%

24%

76%

8%

92%
Yes
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No

Dealers consider their future
outlook to be bleak. Can thirdparty platforms help?

Dealers have identified profound shifts in
customer behavior: 40 percent of dealers report
that customer loyalty has strongly decreased.
The search behavior of customers has changed
as well, with 85 percent of dealers saying
that most of their customers approach price
negotiations with quotes from competing dealers.

that the resulting intra-brand competition leads
to a 1 to 3 percent reduction of the profit margin.
In general, the dealers consider their future
outlook to be bleak. Some 52 percent believe their
dealer network will significantly decrease in size
in the next 5 to 10 years. Besides the aforementioned
intra-brand competition, the main areas of concern
are increasing inter-brand price competition (38
percent) and the improved quality of competing
products (34 percent). Not surprisingly, dealers
are also worried about the technological changes
that loom ahead. 69 percent are concerned that
autonomous vehicles will decrease overall demand
for car ownership and 60 percent said that virtual
reality may render visits to dealerships at least partly
obsolete (see Figure 6). More immediately, dealers
fear they will lose between 20-30% of their aftersales
and service business as electric vehicles grow their
market share and traditional profit sources (e.g. oil
change, V-belt change) cease to exist.

1–3%

loss in dealers’ profit margin
due to intra-brand competition
Interestingly, such price competition is not just
between dealers of different brands but also
between dealers of the same brand. 36 percent
of dealers report that customers who are
comparing prices between dealers of the same
brand are hurting their business. We estimate

Figure 6: Threats to dealers’ current business model
What are the biggest threats to your current business model as a new car dealer?
Inter-brand competition (e.g. price, services)

38%

Intra-brand competition (e.g. price, services)

36%

Other OEMs building higher quality products

34%

New mobility services (e.g. car sharing)

32%

OEMs selling directly to end customer

32%

Third-party platforms offering better prices/service

32%

Will new technologies have a negative
impact on your business?

69%

31%

AUTONOMOUS DRIVING
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Because many dealers have failed to establish
a successful online presence, they are turning
to two parties for help: third-party platforms and
OEMs. 29 percent of dealers report offering
their vehicles on third-party platforms - a number
which is likely to increase significantly in the
future. However, these third-party platforms not
only jeopardize the already low profit margin that
dealers have, but disrupt the dealer’s interaction

with their customers. In fact, 27 percent of
independent dealers and 36 percent of authorized
dealers consider third-party platforms a major
threat to their business. So why are dealers
partnering with third-party platforms? Because
dealers know that they are offering customers
lower prices as well as a seamless digital journey
that dealerships and OEMs cannot currently offer
(see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Main reasons dealers think customers prefer third-party platforms
Possibility of lower price

35%

Easy comparison between prices and cars
of the same brand

34%

Availability around the clock

30%

Number of available cars is higher

30%

Easy comparison between financing models

25%
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Of those dealers that are reluctant to turn to thirdparty providers for help, many seek support from
OEMs for building their online presence (55 percent).
However, only 28 percent of dealers cooperate
with their OEMs in setting up an online store.
With customer expectations changing and
competition increasing, times are getting rough
for dealers. Third-party cooperation is booming,
and more and more dealers are trading their most
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important asset – customer access – for digital
competence. But such a trade-off is a dangerous
path to go on – so why are so many dealers falling
for this trap and why do OEMs not put up more
of a fight? If OEMs and dealers want to remain in
control of the customer interface, they must start
acting now! To succeed in the changing market
environment, they need to work hand in hand
to implement state-of-the-art digital purchase
processes and a seamless customer journey.

What do dealers think of OEMs’
future initiatives?

In recent years, more and more dealers have
become seemingly reluctant to seek the support
of OEMs to respond to the changes ahead. One
important reason for this can be found in OEMs
direct sales initiatives, which have caused many
dealers (32 percent) to perceive their OEMs as
potential competitors.

direct sales would negatively impact their profits –
a number that is roughly equal between B2C (55
percent) and B2B dealers (49 percent).
But given the challenges ahead, almost all dealers
(90 percent) also see some positive aspects
about OEMs starting to sell directly, as long as
they remain a central part of the OEMs’ sales
model and are compensated fairly. The most
prevalent advantages are reductions in expenses
and financial risk (39 percent), higher vehicle
availability due to national stock pooling (33
percent) and reduced intra-brand competition
(32 percent). Figure 8 shows dealers positive and
negative perceptions of direct sales.

Understandably, the thought of OEMs bypassing
dealers to sell vehicles directly to the end customer
raises concerns. They include: declining sales
(38 percent), lower compensation and decreased
motivation of sales consultants (33 percent), and
direct sales replacing stationary sales (32 percent).
More than half of dealers (51 percent) expect that

Figure 8: Dealers’ perception of direct sales
Advantages

Concerns

Reduction in expenses
and financial risk

39%

National stock/number of
available cars is higher

33%

33%

Lower intra-brand
competition

32%

32%

OEM bears costs for IT and
organization transformation

32%

31%

More time to focus on
customers‘ needs

24%
40%

Significantly
lower sales

38%

30%

20%

Decreased motivation of
sales consultants
Direct sales model
will replace my
stationary offering
OEM does not have
necessary know-how
Higher dependence
on the OEM

27%
10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
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What is the reason for this ambiguous picture
dealers are drawing about direct sales? For one,
they have limited information; only 34 percent
have received information about direct sales from
the OEM itself (see Figure 9). Even for authorized
dealers, the share is only 40 percent. Hence,
increased transparency about OEMs’ new sales
initiatives is essential, so dealers understand the full
implications of the current industry developments
and what precisely a shift to direct sales entails.

It is critical for dealers in all segments – contracted
and independent, premium and non-premium, B2B
and B2C – to focus on digitized service and sales
channels. Dealers need more than just a proper
website that offers basic services such as test drive
appointments or repair services. It is important that
dealers start thinking about bringing those services
online which are currently exclusive to brick and
mortar stores to transform their sales models in a way
that meets the demands of tomorrow’s customers.

Figure 9: Source of hearing about direct sales
3%
16%

23%
23%

16%

From customers
From the car manufacturer

17%
15%

In automotive news

31%

34%

From others dealers
Other
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21%

Conclusion

The automotive industry is at a tipping point and
traditional sales models are becoming obsolete.
As dealerships lack the resources to master the
necessary changes on their own, they are at a
crossroads: Third-party cooperation may provide
a way for dealers to overcome their lack of online
capabilities.
But it will lead to even stronger price competition
and bears the risk of eliminating customer
access. OEMs direct sales initiatives, on the other
hand, will shift the dealer’s role from that of an
independent entrepreneur into that of a sales
agent. But it may also mean lower financial risks
and reduced intra-brand competition. Which
path should dealers select?
There is no unique solution and we are likely to
see several competing alternatives in the future.
But one thing remains clear: Those who foresee
the upcoming disruption and transform their
sales model accordingly will profit immensely.

It’s time. Are you ready?
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Contact Information
To find out more about which
actions we recommend for
automakers, read our full report.
The full report will be published
in September.
For more information, please contact:
AXEL SCHMIDT

axel.schmidt@accenture.com
JOHANNES TRENKA

johannes.trenka@accenture.com
DR. ANNA GERHARD

anna.gerhard@accenture.com
DR. MAXIMILIAN HOLTGRAVE

maximilian.holtgrave@accenture.com
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